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ALBERTIQ™

VEHICLE & DRIVER  
MONITORING

Maximize control over your fleet’s safety, productivity, and TCO with Albert IQ™, our industry-leading 

vehicle and driver monitoring solution. Using your choice of connectivity options—directly from embedded 

OEM telematics or an aftermarket device—Albert IQ captures and analyzes the most vital data on vehicle 

use, driver behavior, and maintenance needs and merges it with all your fleet information on one, 

streamlined management platform.  

Track vehicle utilization. 
Albert IQ helps you mitigate unauthorized use of your fleet 

vehicles. It acquires data on when, where, and how long each 

vehicle is driven and reports when a trip is outside of business 

hours or when the distance, total trip time, or number of stops or 

trips in a day exceeds the defined limit.  

Track driver behavior. 
Albert IQ provides driver scoring to help you ensure the safety 

of your drivers, their passengers, and individuals in your drivers’ 

paths. It compiles data on how each vehicle is operated and sends 

a report for seat belt use, speeding, harsh acceleration, braking,  

or cornering. 

Track vehicle health. 
If you choose to use telematics from your vehicles’ OEM or 

your preferred aftermarket provider, Albert IQ will connect to it 

seamlessly and give you instant access to near real-time data on 

the oil life, tire pressure, fuel level, and total mileage for each of 

your vehicles. It will also notify you of any factory recalls. 

For more in-depth fleet health monitoring—which unlocks the 

power of predictive maintenance to prevent major repairs and 

breakdowns—pair Albert IQ with devices from our partner Geotab, a 

leader in telematics innovation. With this option, diagnostic trouble 

codes are collected and interpreted; data is provided on multiple 

systems relating to the engine, the battery, oil, tires, fuel, coolant, 

transmission fluid, and filters; and all scheduled and predictive 

maintenance is prioritized for you in order of importance.

All your fleet data on one 
management portal. 
Once Albert IQ gathers data from your vehicles, 

it pulls it into Overdrive™—our proprietary fleet 

management client portal—where it’s organized 

with all your other fleet information and 

displayed on a comprehensive single pane  

of glass. 

Overdrive’s intuitive interface with quick-view 

dashboards, advanced reporting, and user-

friendly navigation makes it effortless to find the 

exact data you need—right when you need it—on 

vehicle health, maintenance, utilization, orders, 

contracts, and registrations; driver behavior 

and vehicle assignments; billing and online 

payments; vetted service center locations;  

and more. 

Albert IQ and Overdrive work together to put 

you in control of your fleet operations anywhere, 

anytime, more efficiently. 
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